Canterbury Dressage Group
Minutes of the Canterbury Dressage Group Meeting
7pm – 17th December 2014 – Addington Raceway

Present: Aubrey McRae (Chair), Melanie van der Pol, Melissa Kennett, Kerry Sutherland, Ena
Graham, Charles Usher, Gill Usher, Anthea Dixon
Apologies: Miranda Luddington, Robin Habberfield, Andrew Bruce, Ken Wilson, Gael Koeford, Chris
Lovelady, Charlotte Mooney, Holly Merritt, Nicki Ford,
Previous Minutes To be read at next meeting.

Correspondence In
South Islands correspondence discussed further on in the meeting.
Thank you letter from Gill Usher for the flowers and chocolates presented at Canterbury champs was
read.

Correspondence Out
Reports
Finance Report: Melanie Van Der Pol
Attached
Moved MelVP, Second Kerry
Event Manager: Andrew Bruce
The event ran fairly smoothly and generally successful. Gill Usher did a great job and was most
influential in the success of the event, so thankyou Gill ( and Charles ). A huge thankyou to Stan for
his early starts, and an even bigger thankyou must go to Robin Savage, for her assistance getting the
arenas up, down and put away, plus stewarding all weekend and helping Stan and myself early in the
mornings ( well before 6am both days ) getting arenas reading for competition. Miranda and Ken
both worked tirelessly and the speed and efficiency of results coming out was greatly appreciated;
big thanks to them for doing their jobs so well as per usual. Ena as usual was great, thankyou Ena
A few technical and operational issues have been highlighted and are being addressed for future –
not enough watering done prior to event on grass warm up areas due to Stan being away week
prior. Grass arena in oval was good however. Warm up arena and 3, 4, 5 weren’t watered due to late

withdrawal of a water truck that had been planned. The judging was a little slow at times, but this
was addressed and improved as a result. There was also a conflict of interest with one of the judges
that the Stewards have addressed, but perhaps need to be a bit more vigilant. Catering for judges
disappointing this year, but Linda is addressing other options. Once again the BBQ was well
coordinated with great feedback. Prize giving again ran smoothly and was well organised – thanks
Kerry and Mel – but the office is too congested so will allocate a marquee in the oval for collection
and coordination by Donny for SI’s.
A huge thankyou to Conqueror, and other minor sponsors for their contribution. Sponsors were
hard to find for this C/Champs as a lot wanted to hold off for the exciting Sth Islands. Great to have a
couple of fantastic photographers at the event, and hope the riders support them by purchasing
their photos
A lot of planning has already happened for SI’s with most boxes ticked, the committee will meet
again in early January, but I am sure the emails wont stop over Christmas break. Thanks to those
people involved for all the work that is done behind the scenes, for the time and effort that is put in
to running a successful event.
Have a great Christmas and will see you all next year, cheers Andrew
Scorer: Ken Wilson
For 4 years now I have been doing this scoring and still the Canterbury Champs were riddled with
mistakes by judges. They just do not seem to get the message of how much time is wasted having
the go out to them, always just as another horses has just started it’s test, and wait the 5 minutes or
so then get either a signature or missing mark.Then talking about marks we are still getting sheets
presented by Judges and writers without all the scores going to three digits, even after pointing it
out many times some of our local judges still are not completing the bottom area with the .0’s.
When it comes to the championships I was questioned with regards to the combined level 6/7
scoring when they were combined for one class. The system is set up so people are scored how the
finish in the overall class and not each class separately. It makes no difference to the overall placing
in each championship as everyone is treated the same it just means some total scores are slightly
lower. Also you my score 57% to get points as per scoring of points with Dressage NZ.
Office Convenor: Miranda Luddington
Canterbury Champs generally went well.
A couple of minor points, firstly I need to make sure that those operating the music are given an up
to date list of scratchings every morning otherwise it can make things pretty stressful for them.
Secondly and I think this has already been mentioned, it's very difficult for those giving out Ribbons,
rugs etc to do this from the room we usually use for scoring as we end up with a bottle neck. it
would be good to have another area available for all rosettes, ribbons etc to be given out from over
the week end.
Re SI Champs
I have had several requests from pony/YR parents to schedule the Pony classes at the end of /later in
the day if possible on the Thursday and Friday as many schools go back on the Wednesday. It's more
difficult with YR's on hacks but maybe once Holly has done the draw I can have a look before it goes
live and move anyone or forward a list of those it may affect before Holly does the draw ( let me
know what's best for you Holly ?)
We have 53 riders entered so far
NEC: Robin Habberfield
I will be an apology. You can report that I am told all the open yards have been checked and
repaired. I haven't looked at them myself. Remind everyone that there are the yards out by the
eventing training that can be used. A final decisions from NZCT for the funding has not been made,

but as we are asking for $8m, we can expect some close scrutiny of where we are hoping to go in the
future.
Happy Christmas to everyone.

General Business

Canterbury Champs
Following Canterbury Champs it was determined that Arenas 3,4 and 5 need to be looked at due to
condition.
Fire risk across the grounds also needs to be managed, especially through the summer season.
There were no actual paramedics at Canterbury champs, this was discussed and there will definitely
be paramedics at South Islands.
NEC
There are a lot of concerns at the moment about the condition of the grounds and facilities. There is
a lot of maintenance that needs to be done.
South Islands
The next meeting with the south islands committee will be January. There are currently 5 sponsors
confirmed for South islands.
Funding applications are under way for Judges airfares and also to cover venue costs.

Next meeting Wednesday 25th February, Addington Raceway
Meeting Closed 8:30pm

